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JANUARY 2013 Insurance Market News Update

A TOUGH REINSURANCE RENEWAL SEASON 
FOR ENERGY INSURERS
SANDY, MACONDO AND COSTA CONCORDIA INCREASE REINSURANCE 
BILL FOR UPSTREAM MARKET; DOWNSTREAM INSURERS FARE 
LITTLE BETTER

Just when 2012 looked as if it would go down as the year when the natural catastrophe 
portfolio re-established itself following the disasters of 2011, “Superstorm” Sandy seems to 
have wrecked the chances of many global (re)insurers to report significantly increased profits 
for 2012. Our colleagues at Willis Re report loss estimates in the region of USD20 billion to 
USD25 billion; they advise that these estimates are likely to change due to vendor model 
uncertainty driven by the complexity, scope and coverage of the loss which may take many 
years to settle.

Tragic though this “superstorm” was, the effects on the energy industry have to date been 
surprisingly modest. Fortunately for the upstream industry, the storm’s path took it well 
away from the Gulf of Mexico infrastructure, and to date our Willis Energy Loss Database 
has recorded just four onshore losses over USD1m from Sandy, as outlined below:

Type Location PD  USD BI  USD Total  USD
Tank farm/terminal New Jersey 45,000,000  45,000,000
Power Substation New York 35,000,000   35,000,000
Power Thermal New York 18,500,000  18,500,000
Power Thermal New Jersey 7,000,000 2,000,000 9,000,000

Source: Willis Energy Loss Database as of January, 3 2013

Taking the current estimates for Superstorm Sandy overall, natural catastrophe losses 
for 2012 are still estimated to be about half the USD120 billion total in 2011. This means 
that most global (re)insurers are still within their annual catastrophe budgets for 2012. 
However, this has been by no means a benign reinsurance renewal season for energy 
insurers, for several reasons.



UPSTREAM – A MARINE AND OFFSHORE ENERGY CAPACITY “DOUBLE WHAMMY”

The magnitude of the Superstorm Sandy loss to the Marine market – some USD2.5 billion – has taken many 
reinsurers by surprise, especially with the vast majority of the losses materialising from the Specie book and the 
fact that it was another natural catastrophe loss, with its unexpected correlation for reinsurers with their property 
book. To add to the turmoil created by this larger than expected Sandy loss (which was advised on 8th December), 
further deteriorations were then advised of both the Costa Concordia & Macondo losses. The P&I element of the 
Costa Concordia loss is reported to have deteriorated by USD300 million, all of which will be borne by reinsurers. 
All of this happening in such a short time frame - and in the middle of the Reinsurance season - created what some 
inevitably described as the “perfect storm”. Consequently the renewal season for many insurers was fraught and 
testing, with renewal terms being much tougher than had been anticipated. From any Energy perspective a large 
amount of reinsurance of Lloyd’s Syndicates energy portfolios is purchased on a “Whole” account basis, packaging 
the Energy & Marine portfolios and therefore the Energy market was unexpectedly caught up in the turmoil. The 
impact was largely twofold in character:

—   Those direct insurers who purchased general Marine & Energy treaty reinsurance were impacted by the highly 
adverse loss record in the marine sector

—   Those fortunate enough to purchase coverage on a “stand alone” basis for Offshore Energy reinsurance were 
more fortunate, but not immune from the overall reinsurance market backlash

One important general trend that we have observed is that, faced with increased reinsurance costs but with a fixed 
budget for reinsurance purchase, many direct upstream insurers have elected to purchase less reinsurance at the 
bottom end of the risk spectrum, deciding instead to focus their attention on excess layers.

The timeline of events has proved costly for the upstream market, with many insurers electing to retain more of their 
risk following the 1/1/ reinsurance renewal season.

In theory, this is likely to have a negative effect on direct market prices in 2013; however, direct capacity remains 
buoyant. For 2012 we estimated that realistic commercial market upstream capacity was circa USD4,250 million; 
by the time we publish our annual Energy Market Review 2013 (currently scheduled for release on April 16) we 
expect to find that will have increased for 2013 by some USD200 million or so.

So what will happen to rating levels in 2013? For a number of years, the Energy portfolio has defied the supply and 
demand dynamics within the market, with rates increasing at the same time as capacity has continued to grow. As 
we approached the end of 2012 we publicly stated that we believed this phenomenon was coming to an end and that 
we expected a degree of softening to develop as we entered 2013.

However, the recent losses and the tough reinsurance renewal season has meant that the true extent of any long 
term market softening will only become more apparent as we enter February/March. Many insurers were surprised 
by the severity of the reinsurance renewal terms offered, which has been heightened by a lack of capacity and 
alternative carriers in the reinsurance market. The immediate reaction has therefore been to resist any softening 
for the time being, with the market in general terms reverting back to “static renewal” mode.

If significant capacity is going to be required in 2013, a buyer’s offering must still appeal to various different 
underwriter appetites; delivering maximum insurer capacity requires brokers to develop more sophisticated 
layered programme structures to combine different rating levels offered by various sections of the market. 
Furthermore, it may be that the Business Interruption exposure should perhaps not be too significant compared 
to the Physical Damage exposure if maximum capacity is to be secured. 

However it should not be forgotten that capacity is at an all-time high and many underwriters are seeking to grow 
their share of what has in recent times been a profitable portfolio.
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DOWNSTREAM – A DETERMINATION TO INCREASE RATES MAY BE ONCE MORE 
THWARTED BY EXCESS CAPACITY

While the long term outlook for buyers in the upstream market remains cautiously optimistic, the same cannot 
necessarily be said in the downstream sector, at least in the short term. As we explained in October 2012 newsletter, 
the market has suffered another poor underwriting year, with various losses that cannot be accounted for simply 
by natural catastrophes and other non-energy specific causes. As a result, we have seen a renewed determination 
in the market to try to increase rating levels across the board. Although there has been an increasing trend for 
downstream insurers to retain more of their portfolio and transfer less to the reinsurance market, the impact of 
the tough reinsurance season renewals will still have had a significant impact on this market. 

However, countering this hardening market dynamic we still find no evidence of any serious market withdrawals, 
with a considerable and established leadership panel in place and willing to compete for quality and new business.  
No one can doubt the market’s determination to increase rates to restore its profitability; it remains to be seen 
whether such increases can really be sustained in the long term if current capacity levels continue to be available 
and markets compete for premium share. Alternatively continued loss frequency and withdrawal of quoting 
capacity could exacerbate hardening factors.

We will report in much more detail in our Energy Market Review released next April.

WILLIS LAUNCHES NEW DECOMMISSIONING 
INSURANCE PRODUCT
As many oil and gas installations reach the end of their productive life, the energy industry faces new risks 
associated with decommissioning and dismantling upstream infrastructure.

In the years ahead, a significant number of offshore oil and gas platforms will be decommissioned. In the North 
Sea alone, for example, it is estimated that over the next few decades the total costs associated with offshore 
decommissioning could reach GPB30 billion.

Dismantling and removing large offshore platforms, particularly those located in inhospitable environments, 
is a serious operational and logistical challenge. But increasingly, legislation compels companies to do this; 
as a result, energy companies face a number of significant risks, including seepage and pollution and complex 
contractual liabilities.

Major platform operators and leading insurance underwriters believe that the unique exposures arising out of 
these specialised projects require a bespoke insurance policy. So to assist clients with these challenges and help 
them manage the risks arising from decommissioning offshore oil and gas platforms, Willis has launched our 
Offshore Dismantling & Removal Insurance Facility, in conjunction with a group of Marine and Energy insurers 
committed to underwriting this class of business.

Key features of this facility are:
—   Cover is designed to address specific decommissioning risks, including contractual liability exposures  
—   Cover is provided for seepage, pollution and contamination risks
—   Extension of standard removal of wreck cover to also address the high profile “heavy lifting” risks unique 

to decommissioning projects 
—   Provision of extra cost and expense cover and, if required, physical loss and damage cover 
—   A risk matrix to help clients assess their exposures

For more information please contact David Hallows at Willis Energy’s London office 
(Tel: + 44 20 3124 6246, Email: david.hallows@willis.com)



BUYERS AND GLOBAL INSURERS “AGREE TO DISAGREE” 
AT WILLIS’ LATIN AMERICAN ENERGY CONFERENCE

Delegates gather at the magnificent Iguassu Falls for Willis’ fifth Latin American Energy Conference

Over 100 energy company, insurer, loss adjuster 
and Willis representatives gathered at the Iguassu 
Falls, Brazil last October for Willis’ fifth Latin 
American Energy Conference. Under the overall 
theme of “Exploring the Risk Management Jungle” 
the conference was treated to a wide variety of 
presentations during the conferences covering 
subjects as diverse as captive management, risk 
engineering, the energy industry in Brazil, deep 
water drilling, handover risks, the supply chain and 
conducting business in Latin America.

During the conference, delegates were able to 
provide their feedback on the issues being discussed 
via the medium of an electronic voting system kindly sponsored by Talbot Validus. On a number of issues it was 
interesting to gauge the different opinions expressed by the Latin American Energy industry compared to those 
of the global energy underwriters present at the event. For example:

—   While 87% of energy company representatives agreed that “Latin American Energy Companies generally 
prefer long term insurance partnerships over competitively priced insurance products”, 77% of global energy 
insurers disagreed.

—   While 82% of the global energy insurers agreed that “the pace of change and technological innovation in the 
Brazilian energy industry is so fast that major losses are bound to occur in the next five years”, 80% of energy 
company representatives disagreed.

—   Only 14% of energy company representatives agreed that “the communication process between insured, broker, 
loss adjuster and underwriter is entirely satisfactory in the event of a loss”, compared to 56% of global insurers 
who agreed.

—   While 92% of the global insurers agreed that “the problem with insuring handover risk is that the right risk is 
often not insured by the right policy”, not a single energy company representative agreed.

—   While 75% of energy company representatives agreed that “Latin American energy companies will increasingly 
adopt an ERM approach to CBI because the right cover is urgently needed”, only 44% of global insurers agreed.

—   While every energy company representative agreed that “with the future expansion of the offshore industry in 
Brazil fresh solutions and insurance capacity will have to be found if the offshore construction market is to remain 
stable” 40% of global insurers disagreed.

It will be interesting to see whether more commonality between the insurance market and their client base can be 
found in time for the sixth conference, scheduled to be held in late 2014.

Willis Deputy Chairman Martin Sullivan points to Contingent Business 
Interruption as a major “predator” in the “risk management jungle”



Ecopetrol’s Tommaso Mascarucci entertains the delegates 
during his presentation on managing his company’s captive 
insurance company

Willis’ Chris Dear chairs a vigorous upstream market debate: (from left to right) Hiscox’s Simon Williams, AIG’s Susan Swails, Willis’ Mark 
Moore and MatthewsDaniel’s Kevin Jarman

Petrobras’ Cátia Diniz outlines to the conference how her company has developed its recent risk management strategy

All smiles at the gala dinner: (from left to right) Willis’ Ed Fyfe, 
Ecopetrol’s Tommaso  Mascurucci, Mapfe’s Juan Jose de la 
Colina and Willis’ Ray Jones



OCIL OFFERS ADDITIONAL USD25 MILLION IN 
PD/BI CAPACITY
OCIL, the Bermudian Liability specialist insurer, is now officially writing Property/Business Interruption 
business for energy companies in any part of the world. They can write both offshore and onshore exposures with 
a minimum attachment point of USD50 million. They have a capacity of USD10 million for offshore programs and 
USD25 million for onshore risks. Their maximum line for natural catastrophe business is USD15 million for all 
exposures other than California and Japan where their line is limited to USD10 million. Although they can write 
offshore exposures, they will not be subscribing to drilling contractor accounts. There will be no requirement for 
any energy company buying PD/BI cover from OCIL to become a shareholder.

It is not anticipated that they will assume leadership positions on subscription market PD/BI programs, although 
the company anticipates writing approximately USD6 million of this class in 2013. The senior property underwriter 
at OCIL is Rolf Fischer, who joined the company in March.

It is interesting to note that OCIL, which although owned by energy companies, operates along traditional 
insurance company lines with premium charged for each policy and will now cover Business Interruption risks. 
Although this class will only be underwritten in conjunction with the corresponding property risk, this is a line of 
business which is not covered by Oil Insurance Limited, which operates on a fully mutualised basis. Although both 
companies are operated by the same management company, they are completely distinct entities in their own right 
with separate membership, organizational structure and articles of incorporation.

It is understood that, following adverse results primarily associated with the 2005 hurricane season and the 
Buncefield loss, OCIL has taken this diversification stance to encourage spread of risk and increased premium 
income. This will obviously assist in offsetting the potential volatility involved in underwriting a strictly monoline 
liability portfolio. OCIL is currently rated A- by AM Best and BBB+ by Standard & Poor’s.

Copyright 2013, Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. Reproduction of S&P Credit Ratings in any form is 
prohibited except with the prior written permission of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (together with its 
affiliates, S&P). S&P does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any information, 
including ratings, and is not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the 
cause, or for the results obtained from the use of ratings. S&P GIVES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR 
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE. S&P shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, 
compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost income 
or profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by negligence) in connection with any use of Ratings. S&P’s ratings 
are statements of opinions and are not statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They 
do not address the market value of securities or the suitability of securities for investment purposes, and should not be 
relied on as investment advice.



2012 UNDERWRITER MOVEMENT SUMMARY

UPSTREAM/UPSTREAM LIABILITIES

UNDERWRITER/ADJUSTER FROM TO
Mark Glade Talbot Validus IR Underwriting Services, Inc.
Simon Ward Royal Navy MatthewsDaniel
Jim Lye Infrassure Antares
Glen McCubbin Marsh Catlin
Oliver Brown Zurich Catlin
Graeme Ivory Zurich Catlin
Pete Connors Zurich Allianz
Tracy Hunt Marsh Allianz
Colin Sprott XL Navigators
Graham Prior Aspen Travellers
Mark Fielding Travellers Zurich
Paul Gaywood AIG WR Berkley
Jonathan Ward AIG CV Starr
Lucy Bagnall Navigators Insurance Company Navigators Lloyd’s Syndicate 1221
Tom Weeks QBE Liability Underwriter Head of Energy Liabilities, QBE
Paul Calnan CV Starr Ironshore
James Perrot Liberty Swiss Re
Mike Hayes Chartis  WR Berkley
Varian Bush  Aon Aegis

DOWNSTREAM

UNDERWRITER/ADJUSTER FROM TO
Jan Von Kamp Hannover Re HDI
Ernesto Berger CV Starr Zurich London
Mark Gueran Allianz CV Starr London
Lesley Borg AIG London AIG Dubai
Lynsey Richards Zurich London ACE Global Markets, London
Hikmet Ogan Willis London Allianz Dubai
Amanda Ewen Torus Broking
Raoul Carlos Swiss Re Zurich Swiss Re London
Sinead Cormican ACE Bermuda Hardy Syndicate
Greg Parker Zurich London Arch Re
Mark Cubbit Brit Syndicate Broking
Rob Rockiki AIG US Liberty US
Tim Icanja Liberty Construction Liberty Energy

Willis Limited, Registered number: 181116 England and Wales.
Registered address:  51 Lime Street, London, EC3M 7DQ.
A Lloyd’s Broker. Authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.         11554/01/13


